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Plato's Paragon of Human Excellence:
Socratic Philosopher and Civic Guardian

DarrellDobbs
Marquette
University
Literaryand analyticalapproachesto the study of Platohave seldom convergedin anythingresembling
a consensus. But recent proponentsof these divergentmodes of interpretationdo concur in finding a
numberof anomaliesin the Republic's portraitof the philosopherking. These anomalies,if authentic,
would suffice to discredit the dialogue's paragon of human excellence, leaving readers to wonder
whetherPlato himself could have believed in the existence of any nonarbitrarystandardof righteousness. Reexaminingthe textual evidence, I resolve these supposedanomaliesand show that Socrates'
account of the model ruleris both logically coherentand perfectlycompatiblewith his own practiceof
philosophy.The philosopherking is a civic guardianin the most elevated or precise sense and also a
genuine Socratic.But even this exalted harmonizationof political and philosophicalvirtue does not
constitutethe "greatestlesson"of TheRepublic.Thatdesignationis reservedfor a still loftierand more
desirablegood, in relationto which the philosopherking himself standsas a mere stepping-stone.

Socrates' "philosopher king" is perhaps our civilization's most venerable
symbol for the resolutionof opposing claims of policy and principle,convention
and nature,the world and the divine. The prospect of such a resolution cannot
fail to strikea chord of sympatheticinterestin any humanbeing concernedwith
the question of how best to live. Yet that chord is not easily sustained. Not
knowing precisely whom Socrates means when he cites "philosophers"as fit
leaders for our political communities,one might suppose that he means men and
women who exhibit a peculiar interestin abstractions.And who today would not
balk at the dominationof abstracttheorizing over political practice?Of course,
one might replythatany untowardinfluenceexertedby abstractthinkingis rooted
in the very imbalance that Socrates' philosopher king is postulated to resolve.
But then one must show thatthis postulationis credible.To be credible,Socrates'
account of the philosopherking must at least be internallyconsistent.In the past,
this consistencyseems to have been takenfor granted.But manyreadersof Plato's
Republic today point to the existence of importantanomalies in the dialogue's
account of the philosopherking. If authentic,these anomalies would suffice to
discredit The Republic's paragon of human excellence, leaving us to wonder
whetherPlato himself possessed adequategroundsto believe in the existence of
any nonarbitrarystandardof righteousness.
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Some readers even suggest that Plato deliberately planted evidence discrediting The Republic's philosopher king. Nichols (1984; 1987, 109-22), for
example, maintainsthat Plato introducesthe philosopherking into The Republic, not as a guide and touchstone for the reformationof human affairs,but precisely as a dramaticfoil to Socrates.' She makes her case by arguing that it is
"spiritedness,"rather than an erotic desire for better understanding,that predominates in the soul of The Republic'sphilosopher.Spiritedness,in this conception, represents a relentless impulse toward mastery over anything that
threatens one's sense of one's own completeness, especially threats stemming
from the due claims of heterogeneity or diversity (1987, 92-5). The "spirited
philosopher"of The Republic is to be understood,then, as a symbol of despotic
repressionratherthan as an agent or model for political amelioration.The communistic regime of Socrates' model city turns out to be only the most obvious
policy implicationof the despotic tendencyof spiritedness.Nichols detects spiritedness more insidiouslyat workin the city's mathematicalcurriculum,which provides the cornerstone of its philosopher king's higher education. For Nichols,
mathematicsis especially problematic.The formality of mathematics,she says,
"depreciatesthe complex objects availableto experience,"so that the mathematically educatedphilosopherking will be "concernedprimarilywith abstractions"
(1984, 259). Socrateshimself, of course, is motivatednot so much by the impulse
of spiritednessas by the desire for better understanding.He warmly embraces
the heterogeneityand diversity upon which spiritednesspronounces its mathematical anathema. Hence, Nichols concludes that Socrates' account of the
philosopherking is fundamentallyincompatiblewith his own practice of philosophy. "Socrateshimself," she says, "is the antithesis of the spiritedphilosopher
of the Republic"(1984, 268).
Though he is more concernedwith the logical than with the literaryelements
of Plato's dialogue, Steinberger(1989) also notes difficulties in Socrates'depiction of the philosopherking. He identifies certain discontinuitiesin The Republic's accountof ruling, which indicatethatthe very concept of a philosopherking
is internallyinconsistent. Steinbergerholds that philosophy cannot be construed
as a techndor craft,yet he finds that it is precisely as a craftthat Socratesunderstands ruling (1989, 1208, 1212-13). As a consequence, he maintains that the
model city's curriculumof music and gymnastics, insofar as it is designed to

'Nichols follows Strauss (1964, 111-13, 127) and Bloom (1968, 408, 411) in finding dramatic
irony in Socrates'depiction of the philosopherking and in the model city as a whole. She does not
join them, however,in seeing in Socrates'city a reflectionof the genuine superiorityof the philosopher's way of life (cf. Bloom 1968, 371, 385-86; Strauss 1964, 115). So while Strauss and Bloom
hold that Socrates unnaturallyadaptshis model city to the standardsof philosophy,distorting-but
thereby revealing the limits of-politics, Nichols maintains that Socrates unnaturallyadapts the
philosopher'seducation to the demands of politics, thereby distorting philosophy and producing a
monster, the philosopherking. In either case, of course, Socrates' putative reconciliation of philosophical and political excellence is rejected.
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produce such craftsman-likerulers, stands at odds with the genuine practice of
philosophy (1989, 1219-22).2 Moreover,because the craftsman-likerulersof the
civic model that Glaucon wants to bring into existence must be distinguished
from the philosopherswhom Socrates subsequentlyacknowledges as "the most
precise guardians"of the "beautifulcity" or kallipolis, Steinbergerconcludes
that these genuine philosophers have been "importedinto the kallipolis from
the outside"(1989, 1216).3 Now, if genuine philosopherstruly are exogenous to
Socrates'model city, the readercertainlyconfrontsa paradox.Although Socrates
first calls for philosophersto be made kings in order to bring existing political
communitiesinto closer compliancewith his model city, he later conceives these
philosophersto be an element of the model city itself. Because this alterationrepresents an amendmentof the civic model, it implies thatthe patternthat Socrates'
philosopherkings were originallyto consult in reformingexisting cities is flawed,
inasmuchas it does not itself include philosophersas rulers.But "if the original
model was not sound,"Steinbergerasks, "why should we believe that the reform
is sound? And if the reform is not sound, why should it inspire a redrawing
of the model?"(1989, 1217). Steinbergerfinds that "ourmost plausible reading,
that the concept of the philosopher-kingis simply read back into the kallipolis
afterthe fact, in no way addressesthis paradox"(1989, 1217). "Plato'sclear assertion, that the guardiansof the kallipolis should also be philosophers,is in fact a
logical impossibility"(1989, 1222).
It is remarkable when careful scholars employing two very different
approaches to interpretationconcur in calling into question so important an
element of Plato'spresentation.4There are differences in the details of their renderings, to be sure. Nevertheless, each interpretationposes difficultiesthat cut to
the heartof Plato'sintentionin composing TheRepublic.And each interpretation
2 Steinbergermay be said to corroborate
Annas's(1981, 261-67) distinctionbetween TheRepublic's
practicaland contemplativeconceptionsof the philosopher,but he radicalizesthe tensionbetweenthese
conceptionsby assigningthem to whathe takesto be two entirelydifferententities,the city's firstrulers
and the philosopherking of the kallipolis.So, in contrastto Irwin (1977, 183-85), who resolves this
tension by arguingthat Socrates in fact repudiatesthe craft-analogyin The Republic,or to Sprague
(1976, xiii), who simply ignores it by portrayingthe philosopherking "as a man of art and science
ratherthan as head of state,"Steinbergerelaboratesit to formulatea thought-provokingparadox.
3Note thatAristotle would supportSteinberger'sobjection;for he too suggests that Socratesintroduces philosophersinto his model city "fromoutside"(Eifoev, Politics 1264b28-1265a1, see Dobbs
1985a, 31-34).
4Remarkable,but not altogether surprising.Both approaches,after all, respect the discipline of
logos. And both are scrupulousin the detectionof textualinconsistency.Yet differencesarise because
the perception of inconsistency leads those sharing Steinberger'smore analytical approachto infer
the presence of outrightlogical incoherence,while it allows others-who share Nichols' more literary approachand uphold the logographicnecessity of whatever occurs in a Platonic dialogue-to
infer the presence of irony and multiple layers of exoteric and esoteric meaning. For my own part, I
find the postulate of logographicnecessity to be perfectly congenial. But I regardthe precise determination of textual inconsistency to be an empirical question. It does not follow that passages are
inconsistent merely because a given reader cannot reconcile them. As will soon be evident, I find
much less inconsistency in The Republicthan either Nichols or Steinbergerclaims to exist.
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complementsthe other:while Steinbergerholds thatthe elementaryeducationof
Socrates' best city is incompatiblewith genuine philosophy, Nichols calls the
city's higher, mathematicaleducation to task for the very same reason. Any
studentwho desires to plumb the depthsof Plato's intentionwith respect to education andpolitics must confrontthese difficulties,for they areby no meansbaseless."Indeed,I agree with Nichols thata bestial spiritednessis incompatiblewith
Socratic philosophy.6Yet I hope to show that the qualities of soul that Socrates
ascribes to his philosopherking areperfectly compatible with his own practice
of philosophy and with the mathematicalcurriculumhe establishes for his civic
guardians.I also agree with Steinbergerthatgenuinephilosophersmust somehow
be differentiatedfrom the model city's original set of senior guardians.'YetI hope
to show that a philosophical element is present in the model city from the time
of the initial recruitmentof its guardians;that Socrates anticipates a place for
these philosophersat the helm of this city as "rulersof the highest eminence";
and thatthis anticipationis expresslybroughtto fruitiononce he is able to declare
openly what he was previously bound,by reasons of pedagogy, to leave unsaid:
namely, that the model city's "most precise guardians"can be none other than
Socraticphilosophers.

The Presence of Philosophy in the Model City
It is my contention, then, that the original model city of Books 2-5 and the
subsequentlyidentified kallipolis-the "beautifulcity,"which is ruled by mathematically educated philosopher kings-represent distinct, though coherent,
stages in the development of Socrates' political paradigm.8From the outset,
'
Hence it is not open to us to ignore these challenges and to rest secure in the bosom of an older
consensus view that took the coherence of Socrates'philosopher king for granted.The best recent
scholarship,both literaryand analytical,has shownthatconsensusto be naive. One must eitheranswer
the objections raised by these scholars or dispense with the inspirationand guidance provided by
Socrates'philosopherking.
....j pi
6The text at 467e2-8, especially the phrase Acp'tDcrmrv
poe&Iv, indicates the difficulty
in supposing that a bestial spiritednesshas any place amongst those engaged in theoreticalpursuits
(8Oepo~;g,467c5; 9Oecovrat, 467e5; see Dobbs 2000, 503-6).
'The necessity of this differentiationis implicit in Socrates' acknowledgment,at 434e4-435a3,
that a genuine insight into humanexcellence waits upon one's discovery of "somethingdifferent"(n
aW2o) in the soul from the qualities sharedin common by the city's proto-rulers.
it remains
8 Althoughthis paradigmaticpolity is describedwith increasingprecisionand refinement,
497c5-d2; n.b. also the singular7rCAEi
throughout-as Socratestestifies-one and the same
(tai'rr,
in 592a10-bl). Nevertheless, it is frequently held that
the city whose institutional arrangements
Socratesworks out in Book 5 is in fact a differentcity from the so-called warriorcity of Books 2-4.
This view, it seems to me, is predicatedupon a misconception of a remark,made later by Glaucon
in Book 8, concerning Socrates'ability to speak either of a still finer city and man or about the city
and man in a still finer manner (543dl-544al). Its proponents,in other words, seem not to have
noticed that Glaucon'sword "finer"(iaAAiM, in 543dl) can be construednot only as an adjective
modifying "city and man" but also as an adverbmodifying "being able to speak."Consideringthat
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Socratestakes pains to recruitguardiansfor this model city who are both philosophical and spirited in nature (376b11-c7).9 But it is certainly reasonable to
wonder what becomes of the philosophicalnaturewithin these guardians.Could
it be thatthe best city corruptsphilosophy?Does its musical and gymnasticeducation develop martial spirit at the expense of the gentle love of wisdom? Do
Socrates' "philosophicaland spirited" guardiansturn out to be nothing more
than angry dogmatistsby the time they are elevated,late in Book 3, to leadership
positions? Socrates himself acknowledges that the merely habitual exercise of
music and gymnastic does not of its own accord turn the soul toward being
(52 1d13-522b2). He also admitsthat his initial selection of rulers is designed to
recruit men who can be counted on to preserve a particulardogma or opinion
(412d9-414a7; 502d4-503b5). Whence, then, come the philosophersof kallipolis? If it should turn out that the endogenous source for philosophershas been
foreclosed by Socrates' civic institutions, we shall be compelled to agree that
the philosophersof kallipolis are broughtin from outside, and that the political
paradigmof The Republic is, indeed, logically incoherent.
As we take up these questions, it will be necessary to pay very close attention
to the philosophicalelement thathas been incorporatedwithin the city's guardian
class at the time of its inception (375e9-376c6). Socrates'account of the destiny
of this element is understated,but it becomes more explicit as his elaborationof
the model city unfolds. We note with special interestthat a deliberateculling out
of rulers from among the city's guardianclass is indicated on several different
occasions in the course of the dialogue, each of which serves as something of
landmarkin the city's evolution (412b8-414a7, 458b9-460d11, 502d4-503b5).
The interlocutorsrevisitthe selection of rulersbecause theirinitial screeningprocedures,by design, are not terriblydiscriminating.Although Socratesrecognizes
an obligation to provide a proper,dialectically grounded division (StalpEiEov,
412b8-9) of rulers and ruled, he finds in the first selection that he must presuppose (E~ 2dcipetIv) the good judgment of his most senior guards.Accordingly,
it is the seniors who are chosen as the city's rulers (412c12; cf. 536c7-dl). This,
of course, proves to be a merely provisionalsettlement.But it is necessary all the
same, for by postponingthe cross-examiningof his own presupposition,Socrates
provides a more compelling example of good judgment than is providedby his
proto-rulers.By puttingoff a more incisive argumentconcerningthe rulers'qualificationshe avoidsthe danger,both to the civic communityand to the best human
nature, that accompanies the untimely practice of dialectic (497e5-498c4;
537e1-539a7). By taking dialecticalexaminationoff the table, however,Socrates
leaves the interlocutorsnothing more than a batteryof practicaltrials to employ
Socrates responds to Glaucon'sremarkby saying that the youth has recalled what transpired"most
it seems best to take
correctly"
adverbiallyand understandGlaucon in a sense
(dpOorara),
icaA•..w
consistent with Socrates'own emphasis on the integrity of his civic model.
9Plato'sworks are cited here using the common Stephanuspagination.Translationsare my own,
renderingBurnet'sedition of the Greek text (Oxford, 1900-07). Unless otherwise indicated,references are to The Republic.
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in testing the city's guardians(Epya, 413c5-d2, cf. dkvog,413b4-7; see Dobbs
1994a, 269). These practicaltests are not without value, of course. They enable
examinersto identify candidateswho are especially good at upholdinga certain,
politically hygienic opinion-namely, that"one must do what is best for the political community"(412d9-412e8; 413c5-7; 502d4-503b5)-even when they are
tempted or challengedby pleasures,pains, fears, and toils. Only these men show
themselves to be "lovers of their country"((ptiord/t•~Sg, 503al). But does it
follow thatthis attenuatedbatteryof tests poses an obstacleto the political recruitment of genuinely philosophical souls? How might we expect such souls to fare
in these trials? Indeed, what kind or kinds of human being can be expected to
survive this scrutiny?And how does this set of survivorscomparewith the set of
rulers Socrates would have chosen if only he had been able to conduct a truly
dialectical examinationat the outset?
Although Socrates takes care to postpone the dialectical examination of his
guardians,he does provide an indicationof the kind of humanbeing a more discerning examinationwould succeed in identifying. Such an examination,he suggests, would single out the "supervisorthe city will need internallyat all times,
if its constitution is to be preserved"(412a9-10). In going on to describe this
person, Socrates employs an astonishing arrayof superlatives.The person thus
selected to rule would be one, he says, whom "we would most rightly deem most
musical and most well-harmonizedin the most complete sense of the words, for
he or she [n.b. 'roT;g
dv6pc6roti, 411e5] mixes gymnastic with music most beauand
them
to the soul in the most measuredway-far more so than
tifully,
applies
someone who merely tunes stringsto one another"(412a4-7). This truly superlative "soul-tuner"makes the finest use of the tandemarts of music and gymnastic to bring about the most fitting harmonizationof the soul's twofold, spirited
and philosophical, nature. Socrates recalls that it was for the sake of this
harmonizationof spiritedness and philosophy--and not for the cultivation of
mere technical expertise-that the tandem arts of music and gymnastic were
provided in the first place (410e5-412a2; 521d13-522b2). Of course, not
everyone instructedin this pair of arts will receive the city's educationin the best
possible manner.Some, whom we mayjoin Socratesin designatingmere "stringtuners," will receive this education purely as a technical accomplishment.
Presumably,they will not remainamong the guardiansfor long. Others,superior
to the string-tuners,make a proper use of music and gymnastics-for soul
tuning. But not all of these will do so in quite the superlativefashion Socrates
has taken pains to describe. Even these somewhat less than superlativespecimens, however,may be expected to develop into genuine noblemen, becoming
literallybeautiful and good (rbv KacAdvre mKdyO6v,489e3-490a3) as a consequence of their education. But the kaloi k'agathoi are evidently not on a par
with the superlative soul-tuners, who prove to be not merely beautiful and
good but, indeed, the "most beautiful"and "best measured"of human beings.
When Socratesmakes his final selection of rulers,he will identify these superlative soul-tuners-the internal supervisors necessary to the preservationof the
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constitution-as genuinephilosophers(476a9-b2; 497c5-d2; 503a4-5). Fornow,
though, he prescribes for the entire guardianclass a much less exacting battery
of examinations,which leave these philosophers, as they pass, undistinguished
from other noble and good men.
Just what, then, does it take to survive the trials that Socratesprescribeshere?
Is there anythingadverse to philosophy in the qualitiesnecessary for success in
such a venture?Well, evidently not. Socrates'preliminarytrials are intendedto
disqualify any candidatewho, when faced with pleasures,pains, fears, and toils,
becomes persuadedthat the same things are no longer "advantageousto the city
andto himself" ('auvr4•,412d2-8). In otherwords,these trialsareeffective insofar
as they force a choice between self-love and love of country.So, from the perspective of these trials, love of countryactuallyconstitutesa force countervailing
the self-centeredlove of one's own. Moreover,because the examiners'scrutinyis
conductedexclusively with referenceto works ('pyxa)ratherthan to argumentation (A6yo)), their trials introduceno temptationconnected with the practice of
dialectic. By deliberate design, then, Socrates withholds from the best of his
guardiansthe one temptationthat might lure even their generous spirits from a
love of country.In the absence of this temptation,the philosophicalnaturewill
come to light precisely as a lover of country,thanks simply to its magnanimous
contemptfor the entireassortmentof pleasures,pains, fears, and toils upon which
the preliminary trials rely (see 485d6-486b9). The philosophical nature will
remainimpassivein the face of these carrotsand sticks, not because it cares more
for its own city than for anythingelse, but ratherbecause it cares more for something else-something which can neverbe simply privatelyappropriated-thanit
cares for graspingthe things specificallypromisedor threatenedin the city's trials.
Not only is it the case that Socrates' most philosophical youths will come to
light as lovers of their country,there is also nothing objectionable,for the time
being anyway,in comparingthem to noble puppies."1Socrates'notoriouscanine
analogy, like the city's own screening procedures, is of course imperfect and
ultimately inadequate.The analogy clearly fails to discriminatebetween lovers
of learning (those drawntoward an intelligible but unfamiliargood) and mere
lovers of knowledge (those attached in a more canine mannerto that which is
already known and so is familiar to them). But, although this shortcoming is
important, it would be unwise to attempt to correct it prematurely.Such an
attemptwould be unwise because the canine analogy,like the city's preliminary
screening procedures, is a ramificationof the protective cocoon Socrates constructsto preservethe philosophicalchrysalis from corruption.At this early stage
of development,the attemptto employ dialectic to ferretout the true philosopher
standsto damagethe very natureit is meantto bringto light.As Socratesexplains
later,prematuredialectic threatensnot only to tearphilosophicalyoungstersaway
from love of country;it also threatensto tear them away from genuine philoso"oSee Dobbs 2000, 496-508, for a detailed discussion of the scope and limits of Socrates'canine
analogy.
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phy.To engage in dialecticwith youngstersbefore they have become "in any way
measured"(rvjoi v
538d3) is, accordingly,no less adverse to the
oEr•piovN,
interestsof philosophy than it is to the interestsof the city. Everything(crdvTa),
Socrates says, is designed in the model city as a safeguard against this risk
(539d3-7).
But what, then, does it mean that Socrateshimself makes a regularpracticeof
cross-examiningthe youngsterswith whom he comes into contact?Are the prescriptionslaid down in the model city of TheRepublicsomehow at odds with his
own practiceof philosophy?Well, surelynot. Socrateslives in Athens, not in the
model city. So he cannot count on the latter's institutionalsupport for philosophical preservationand cultivation.The exigency of his situation-the tender
age at which philosophical natures are forever corruptedby private and public
sophists in an inferiorregime (49 1a6-495b2)--is such that he must move more
swiftly, and assume greaterrisks, than would be appropriatein the model city.
But Socrates is not without safeguardsof his own devising. Even in Athens, he
can rely on his own rhetoricalresources to guard his young interlocutorsfrom
lawlessness even as he drawsthem, by means of his logoi, towardphilosophy.So,
when he does employ cross-examination,he does so in a fashion diametrically
opposed to the flatteryhe warns against in 538dl-3.11 That is, he typically conducts his examinationsnot by "criticizingancestralnotions of right and wrong"
but instead by deflating the windiness of his bloated interlocutors(Theaetetus
210b11-c5). This kind of scrutiny helps his interlocutorsto become "in some
way measured,"for it fosters in them a more measuredestimate of themselves.12
Such, as Socrates' own practicereveals, is the resourcefulnesscommandedby a
kingly philosopheroutside the best regime.
For the present, however,as Socrates admits, the city's screening procedures
are simply not refined enough to sift out precisely the most musical and best
harmonized souls among his guardians.A more refined (Kcai'fto) test will be
needed for that purpose. But, in the meantime, even in the course of the city's
preliminarytrials, these superlativenaturescan be expected to hold their own.
" Socrates'
ingenuity in this regard is displayed in his conversationwith Polemarchusearlier in
the dialogue. Bypassing Polemarchus'sputativeauthority,Simonides, Socrates undertakesinstead a
searching examination of what Polemarchusthinks Simonides means when he says that justice is
"giving to each what is owed."Though Polemarchusis soundly refuted in the sequel, Simonides is
not. (In fact, Simonides' definition survived well into the Middle Ages as the schoolmen's accepted
definition of justice). Socratesthus manages to preserve ancestralauthorityat the same time that he
directs his interlocutortowardgenuine philosophy (see Dobbs 1994b, 673-80).
12 Socratic inquiryis not at all at odds, then, with an interestin the welfare of otherhumanbeings.
As Socrates himself divines, an understandingof the eidd of the just and noble themselves (a raT)
requirescareful attentionnot only to the good "itself by itself" but also to the good's presenceamong
the manyjust and beautifulthings (&KialdTEKGci
OCUaA, 506a4-7). Now among these manyjust and
beautiful things, the finest and most beautiful of all to see-according to Socrates-is the harmonization of virtue in the human soul (402dl-4). We may infer, then, that philosophersmust occasionally redirecttheirgaze back towardhumanaffairsif they are to pursueeven their own best interest
(see Dobbs 1985b, 816-21).
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They coexist and, from the perspectiveof the city's tests, remainundistinguished
from the other city-lovers among the guardians.They remain, at the same time,
completelyuncontaminatedby theirsurroundings,like crystalimmersedin water.
Yet, as we have seen, Socrates is perfectly aware both of the limitations of his
screeningproceduresand the distinctivenessof the genuinely superlativenature
of the philosopher.Because his initial recruitmentof rulers does not single out
exactly those human beings who are "the most musical and most well harmonized in the most complete sense of the words,"he offers it, as he says, as a work
"in outline, lacking in precision" (414a6-7). In considerationof Socrates' ultimate pedagogical goals-and thus the need to insulate youthful philosophers
from prematureexposure to argumentation-a more precise selection cannot
yet be made. But, as we shall see, that selection will yet be made, and it will be
made on the basis of an appropriatelydialectical identificationof the genuine
philosopher.

The Immanence of EminentRulers
It would appear that the model city must itself undergo further refinement
before its need for more precise guardianscan even be appreciated.Only then
will the interlocutorsbe moved to refine their imprecise selection process and
begin to glean rulers of a higher degree of eminence than those guardiansof
greatest seniority who are thus far taken to be wisest in the art of guardianship.
The impetus for this further elaboration of the model city comes from PolemarchusandAdeimantus,who call on Socratesto elaboratean earliersuggestion
that in the best polity civic guardianswill have their women and children in
common (449bl-451b8; 423e4-424a2). Socrates had already determined that
privatehouseholds are inconsistentwith the guardians'civic charge, so an exclusivity of the marital partnershipcan hardly be recommended now (415a7-8,
458c8-dl, 416d3-420a7, 464b8-c4). Moreover,the good order of the city can
hardlytoleratepromiscuity,and a policy of celibacy would deprivethe city of its
most likely source of high-qualityrejuvenation(458d8-e1, 415a7-b3). Socrates
accordinglydecrees thatthe guardiansare not to engage in sexual intercoursefor
merely privatepleasurebut are to be bred eugenically,to provide the city with a
steady supply of the best possible offspring (460bl-5). To this end, "all the
women belong to all the men in common, and none is to cohabit with any privately. The childrenmust also be common, and no parentis to know which offspring is his own, nor is any child to know his parent"(457c10-d3).
Once he has laid down this law, Socrates immediatelystipulates a new selection of rulers,rulers,as he now says, who are "worthyof the name."This phrase
may be taken as meaning that the rulers Socratesnow has in mind are no longer
rulersin the merely nominal sense restingupon the untestedpresumptionof their
superiorityin judgment,but are in fact distinguishedby an excellence relevantto
the governmentof the extraordinarypartnershiphe now envisions. "If there are
going to be rulers worthy of the name,"Socrates says, "and likewise auxiliaries
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for them, the latterwill be willing to do what is orderedand the formerwill do
the ordering-obeying the laws themselves in some cases and imitatingthem in
as many others as we shall turn over to them" (458b9-c4)."3Here, for the first
time Socratesrecognizes a class of rulers within the city to whom the interlocutors will turn over their own responsibilitiesas civic founders.It is one thing, of
course, to stipulatesuch a selection and yet anotherto carryit out and specify the
identity of the rulers themselves. Who, after all, is equipped to act as eugenic
shepherdover human beings? Where we are given a more limited government,
we might contentedlyembracea lower standardin selecting political leaders.But
when we are given Socrates'endorsementof communism,the need to search for
the most extraordinaryrulers is irresistible.Even Socrates marvels. "Wow!How
fierce, then, is our need for rulers of the topmost eminence!"(459b10-1 1).
The explicit identificationand institution of these rulers is again postponed
(458a5-b4, 502d4-503b5), and yet Socratesonce again provides some revealing
indicationsof their character.Most importantly,Socratesspeaks of the rulers'use
of deceptionin governingthe auxiliaries.For example, the rulerswill have to rig
lotteries to conceal their hand in matchmakingso disappointedlovers will blame
bad luck instead of them. They will also need to employ deception in caring for
the newborns. They will remove the offspring of good parentageto a separate
part of the city, where, disguised from their mothers and fathers, they may be
cared for. There will be need of furtherdeception to conceal the fate of the offspring of inferior parents, as well as any infants suffering serious defects
(460c1-5). To keep all these mattershidden, Socrates says, the rulers will have
to employ a throng of medicinal lies-lies told not for the convenience of the
deceiver but ratherfor the benefit of the deceived. It is clear, then, that Socrates'
new rulers must constitute a different class from the city's original cohort of
senior guardians.The original cohort, among whom the truly superlativepassed
undistinguished,certainlyshareda firmnessof conviction that one must do what
seems best for the political community despite private experiences of "pain,
pleasure, fear, and toil." But the prudence of this class as a whole, as we have
noted, is a quality presupposedratherthan tested. For this reason, the original
cohort of senior guardians remained dependent on direction provided "from
outside,"specifically,from the city's founders.Socratesformulateda noble lie to
provide this needful direction, as he said, "especially for the rulers themselves"
(pd2ueraaWiv iaic2aroivg Toiv dpXovrax, 414cl-2; see Dobbs 1994a,
269-72). We learn in the presentpassage, however,that the city's new rulers, its
rulers "of topmost eminence,"requireno such externaldirection.The founders,
3Note that Socrates says that the new rulers "will do the ordering,"not that they will be willing
to do the ordering.By not expressly saying, at the very moment the syntax of his sentence leads one
to expect him to say, that his new rulers, like his obedientauxiliaries,will be willing (0E`Oaetiv) to
do what is expected of them, Socrates suggests that the persons in question, though indeed worthy
rulers,need not be eager to rule. So, in his very first mention of these new rulers, Socrates intimates
the kinship between them and the philosophersof kallipolis, who are of all humanbeings the least
eager to rule (520d2-521b2).
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in fact, turn over their supervisory tasks to these new rulers, internalizingthe
directing intelligence that has thus far supervisedthe city. The contrastbetween
Socrates' original cohort of senior guardiansand this new class of preeminent
rulers could not be portrayedmore distinctly:whereas the formerwere depicted
as the targetsof deception, the latterare presentedas its agents.
For as long as the task of managingfamily communismand contrivingmedicinal lies lay exclusively with the foundersthemselves, the city was indeed supervised from outside. Once these tasks are entrustedto the new rulers, however,
the city begins to be supervised from within. By entrustingnew rulers with the
responsibility for contriving medicinal lies, the city's founders bring about the
very internalizationof supervision that Socrates had anticipatedwhen he first
described the characterof truly superlativerulers (412a4-10). These new, preeminent rulers are none other than the internal supervisorsanticipatedback in
Book 3.14 Socrates will later identify these rulers, civic guardians"in the most
exalted or precise sense," as genuine philosophers,and he will provide a more
complete account of their genesis (503b4-5, 521c l-4). But this much is sufficiently clear even now: the civic responsibilitiesborne by these new rulers are
such as to require for their faithful execution nothing less than a superlatively
musical and well-harmonizedsoul. We may infer,then, that Socrateshas no need
to alteranythingin the originalplan of the model city to createa place for philosopher kings. While still in its formativestages, the foundershave reserved in it a
place for such superlative rulers. So, in response to Steinberger'scontention
that Socrates'political paradigmis incoherentowing to the absence of a source
for the philosophersof kallipolis within the model city itself, we may reply that
even before the model city is put forwardby Socratesas a patternfor the reform
of existing cities, it implicitly has philosophersat the helm.

Socrates'DialecticalIdentification
of GenuinePhilosophers
It remains to consider the express characterizationof the philosopher that
Socrates subsequentlyoffers. Nichols (1984), as we have noted, holds that the
philosopherof The Republic is tainted with spiritednessand, moreover,that the
mathematicalcurriculumprovidedfor this philosopherby the model city is detrimental to genuine, Socratic philosophy.A review of the textual evidence will
show, on the contrary,that Socrates distinguishes his philosopher in diametric
opposition to the angry man of spiritednessand that the model city's mathematical curriculumis perfectly congenial to genuine philosophy.
Introducinghis own accountof the philosopheror "loverof wisdom,"Socrates
notes that any lover rightly so-called will love not merely a part of the beloved
14 Soul
tuning (which, as we have seen, requiresthe formulationand use of medicinal deceptions)
and pedagogic leadership,both in war and in peace, providean exhaustiveaccount of the ruling functions of Socrates' internalizedcivic supervisors.The specific enumerationof these functions would
appear to recapitulateactivities that Socrates himself undertakesin his own conduct of philosophy
(see, e.g., 467d5-8, 540b5-6; 459b10-d2 with 476d8-e2; see also Brann 1967, 22-23).
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but will love the beloved in its entirety (474c9-11). He cites objects of the
appetites (boys and wine), of the spirit (honor), and of reason (learning), and so
would seem to refer to the soul's capacity for errs in its entirety-at least as that
soul is currentlyunderstood (474d3-475c8; cf. 439a9-b4 and 434e4-435a3).
But, as the interlocutorsquickly perceive, even the most rationalof these loves
cannot suffice to distinguish the genuinely philosophical soul, because a gusto
for learningmight also be said to characterizea throngof otherswhom it would
be absurdto confuse with genuine philosophers(475dl-e2).'5 So a furtherdistinction must be made. Noting that it is merely the prospect of unaccustomed
sense-experiencethat excites this "throngof others,"Socratessuggests that their
desire is called a love of learning only in the sense that it is a love of what is
novel. This throngis betterdescribed,then, as lovers of sights and sounds rather
thanas loversof wisdom. To complete his distinction,though,Socratesmust identify anotherlearning-matter,the truelearning-matter,which is not merelya matter
of novel sense-experienceand with which the philosophicalsoul alone is in love.
Socrates describes this mathemaas the sight of the truth(475e2-4).
But what can this mean? Making an exception for his interlocutor,Glaucon,
Socrates supposes that it will not be easy for othersto join in his reasoning.16 Yet
his reasoning appearsto be nothing more than a ratherelementaryarithmetical
reckoning. Socrates finds that "because fair is opposite (Eivaviov) to foul, the
pair must be two.., .and because the pair is two, each must be one"
(475e9-476a2). It is this one that Socrates has in mind when he speaks of the
sight of the truthin respect to what is fair and foul. Moreover,the same may be
said with respect to "thejust and unjust,good and bad, and all the forms (eidd):
each is itself one, even though each appearsa multitudevisible everywhere in
communitywith actions,bodies and with one another"(476a3-7). Socrates'elaboration of this point is quite important,for it helps us to see why it is not easy,
despite the simplicity of his arithmetic,for people to join him in his reasoning.
The difficulty consists in the fact that opposite eidd, each of which Socrates
reckons to be one, are in fact found mingled together always and everywherein
our experience of the world (7xavraXoi, 476a7; dc, 479b8).
What, then, do most people make of this ubiquitouspresentationof the composite fair-and-foul?Discovery of the fundamentalcontradictioninherentin our
paragonsof justice, virtue, and moralitymight serve to chasten our attachments
and to liberateus for higherpursuits.But in his conversationswith othersSocrates
finds that most people just get angry when this contradictorinessis brought to
5 In otherwords, this manifestationof eros does not representthe "differentsomething"(a o.ott)
which Socrates anticipatesfinding in a distinctivelyhuman soul (see footnote 7, supra). In the distinction he is about to make between the philosopher and the sights-lover, Socrates will bring this
"differentsomething"to light as a love for the true object of knowledge in its integral wholeness.
Only on the basis of this differentiationcan Socrates single out "the genuine er6s which is genuine
philosophy"(499c1-2).
16One wonders why Socrates supposes Glaucon will be an exception to the general rule in this
matter.For a possible explanation,see Dobbs (2000, 507-8).
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light. People tend to be wholeheartedlyin love with the persons and deeds that
are nearestand dearest,not least of all on grounds of some perceived goodness.
So many come to despise the Socraticeidos as a figmentof a world-hatingimagination, and, in their defensiveness, go so far as to deny the existence of the very
contradictorinessof "fair-and-foul,"which is present in each of their own loved
ones. In so doing, they believe they are protectingall thingsjust and good from
the philosopher'sassault. Yet, paradoxically,as such persons attemptto uphold
theirown exemplarsof moralityand goodness, they lose contactwith reality.They
construe the contradictionsgenuinely inherentin these exemplars,not as contradictions, but instead as charmingambiguities-rather like the double-entendres
of urbanetoastmastersand the equivocations of children'sriddles (479b11-c5;
cf. Tdvav'ia, 479b7).
Socrates, on the other hand, demands that we face the implications of such
contrarinesssquarely.It is this oppositionand nothingelse, he says, that awakens
the intellect and drawsit naturally(qparei)towarda distinct knowledge of being
itself (523al-525a5). By retreating from the contradictorinesspresent in the
objects of his experience,the sights-loverunwittinglysacrifices all access to the
fundamental difference between fair and foul, noble and base, or honorableand
disgraceful.As a consequence of his equivocation,he comes to accept the entire
multitude of examples of nobility and virtue, but neither accepts nor is at all
receptive to the fair or noble itself (476b4-c3). Not believing in fairness itself,
the sights-lover is likely to accept-and even to fight for-the putative fairness
of just about anything.Such a person becomes so distemperedby his attachment
to particularinstances or paragonsof righteousnessthat he will in no way tolerate another'sso much as saying that the fair is one, or that there is something

righteousor fair itself

dverdpevog, 479a3-5; oi3' dvwEoeaOat,

(ozhSa!t
480al-4). In this way, Socratesreveals the tyrantlurkingwithin the heart of the
sights-lover.But the tyrant,as Socratesconsistentlyholds, damageshimself most
of all. Closing himself from all access to a truly foundationalrighteousness,the
sights-loverclings to images as if they were what they image, supposing"like is
not merely like but is indeed the very thing it is like."This, Socratesnotes, is to
mistake a dream for reality (476c4-8).
It is expressly in diametric opposition (6 rdivavia, 476c9) to this sightslover that Socrates introduceshis philosopher.The philosopher, Socrates says,
"believes (•yozpEvoq) there is something fair in itself, and so has the potential
to see both the thing itself and the things that partakeof it, for he never believes
that they are it or it is they" (476dl-3). In other words, the philosopherdoes not
mistake a likeness for that which it is like. Even before "thatwhich it is like" is
itself seen, this guaranteesthe potency-literally, the capacity-of seeing both
the "thingsthatpartakeof it" and "the thing itself," for on no otherbasis can one
avoid confusing the two. Avoiding such confusion is what it means, then, to live
wakefully. By virtue of pointing out the oppositeness of living wakefully and
dreaming life away, Socrates separatesand distinguishes the true philosophers
from sights-lovers.Nevertheless, we must not fail to note that in the course of
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this self-proclaimed dialectical analysis (StaupcS, 476a9) Socrates identifies
philosophical wakefulnessas itself a condition informedby belief. Philosophical
wakefulness is not at all the same thing as being free of all belief. As Socrates
presents it, philosophical wakefulness is in fact rooted in the "guiding conviction" (iy'l)tnEvo;) that there is something fair, fine, and noble in itself. Not only
is this guiding conviction a characteristicof the philosopherwhom Socratesportrays in speech, it is also manifested in the deeds of Socrates himself. Socrates
reveals himself to be a man of conviction in this sense, of all places, at the very
apex of his discussion of the ascent of dialectic in Book 7, when he says that
"even now it is not worth insisting, with respect to that which does appearto me
to be the truth itself (azo ro &a6770i;), that it really is so or not; but what is
imperativeis to maintainwith utmost firmnessthat there is such a thing for one
to see" (533a3-5; see also Meno 86b6-c2, 98b1-5).17 We find,then, that Socrates'
dialectical account of the genuine philosophernot only illuminatesthe character
of TheRepublic'sphilosopher,it also describes Socrates'own stancewith respect
to the pursuitof wisdom. Contraryto Nichols' suggestion that Socratesis himself
antitheticalto the portraitof the philosopherpresentedin the Republic,we have
here a clear indicationthatthis portraitappliesperfectlywell to Socrateshimself.
Althoughthe philosopherand the sights-loverare both, in some sense, "believers," it would be mistakento suppose that they are "epistemically"equivalent.18
Indeed, Socrates underscoreshis sense of their utter opposition by using words
to designate their respective modes of believing that possess strikinglydifferent
connotations. Thus, he distinguishes the philosopher's dynamic, guiding conviction (yi•yoievog) from the sights-lover's rigid, customary acceptance
(voyilcyov).The philosopher's guiding conviction arises, as Socrates explains,
from an openness or receptivity to the oppositeness of the fair-and-foul, an
opposition perfectly available in everyone's experience always and everywhere.
The sights-lover'scustomaryacceptancemay be said to settle in, by contrast,as
a resultof his characteristicdenial of this opposition.Surprisingly,it is the sightslover's very defensiveness with respect to "empiricalreality"that blinds him to
the true natureof all the things we experience.As a resultof refusingto acknowledge experience'sinherentcontradictoriness,the sights-lover cannot follow the
7Does this make a dogmatistof Socrates'philosopher?Surelynot. The philosopherwhom Socrates
identifies here will welcome the claim that "thereis no truth"with the same hospitablespiritthat he
welcomes any other claim concerningthe truthitself. But Socrates'philosopherwould examine this
claim in the same manner that he examines any other claim: that is, at minimum, for internal
coherence. Should the claim not survive this elementaryphilosophical elenchus, it would no more
be retainedby the philosopher than would any other discredited opinion. Clearly,there is nothing
dogmatic in this. CompareStrauss's(1953, 25) treatmentof historicism.
s In terms of Socrates'"dividedline, eikasia remainsthe basic experienceorpathema of all human
souls (51 1d6-e4). Yet one can distinguishbetween the sights-loverand the philosopherin a manner
analogousto the differencebetween ordinaryeikasia and what Klein (1965, 118-25) identifies as the
dianoetic extension of eikasia. The differentiationof these two remainsperfectly consistent with the
fundamentalrole of eikasia in each.
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train of evidence that leads right up to the oneness of the object of knowledge
iyv tdv airnroD,Svvwd vor fErOeal, 476c3-4;
(yjrtre,dv n ; yyW7ati Tiv
see also 479el-2). His belief places him in a dead end. This sights-loverstands
opposite, then, to the philosopher, whose characteristicbelief or hypothesis
(511b5-6) can reallylead to something.Socratesaccordinglyspeaksof the sightslover's belief as mere "customaryacceptance"(nomizfn) and reserves for the
philosopherthe more enterprisingverb, hegoumenos,which derives from a root
meaning "to lead" or "to guide." Socrates' receptive philosopher is indeed the
polar opposite of the prejudicedsights-lover,whom we finally see revealedas an
irate dogmatist(,cx27cadVToi~to, ov (papEvSo66c Etv, 476d8). So, in response
o
to Nichols' contentionthatthe
philosopherof TheRepublicis taintedby thymotic
anger,we may reply that Socratesin fact distinguisheshis philosopherin express
and diametricoppositionto a man sufferingfrom precisely this distemper.

Education
The Philosopher'sMathematical
This, then, is the philosopherwhom Socratesdeems "fit by naturenot only to
partake of philosophy but also to exercise leadership in the city" (474c1-2).
Socratesis perfectlyawarethatthe customs of every existing city militate against
the rule of genuine philosophers.In even the few cities that tolerate philosophy
as a private activity, the philosopher develops in a manner foreign to his own
nature,just as a seed sown in alien soil graduallyassimilates itself to the uncongenial characterof that soil (496a10-497c3). Rarely,a philosophicalnaturemay
remain serendipitouslyuncorrupted.And if chance may thus save the philosophical nature, so may chance crown her. Of course, the odds involved in such a
coronationare infinitesimal.The philosopher,afterall, is not eager to rule. Some
mannerof compulsion will be required,and such compulsion "will not be forthcoming if the philosophersdo not in the firstplace persuadethe nonphilosophers
to compel the philosophers to rule over them" (Strauss 1964, 124). Given the
philosophers'own disinclinationto rule, then, there is but little hope that the call
for philosopherkings will be answered.Nevertheless, Socrates'discussion of the
philosopher king has proven to be a remarkablesuccess, for it has convinced
Glaucon of the merit of philosophy, and so the desirabilityof its development.
As a result, Socrates has won a willing partnerfor his inquiry concerning the
education of philosophersin its own right and the political conditions that best
supportit.
As Socrates indicates, the fullness of philosophical developmentwill only be
achieved if the philosophicalnaturemeets with a suitableregime; only then will
the philosopher"growmore himself and save the common things with his own"
(497a3-5). The "suitable regime," which is one best equipped to cultivate
philosophy, turns out to be the same one Socrates has been describing to his
interlocutorsall along (497c5-d6). But this model must be furtherelaborated;
above all, its opposition to the educationalpractices of all existing cities must
be described more precisely (497d4-498b3). As he works out this opposition,
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Socrates considers how the city might serve the philosopherratherthan how the
philosophermight serve the city.19
The opposition between the model city and all existing cities in the matterof
argumentationis especially worth noting. In this matter,every existing city has
the matterbackwards.Mere adolescents are allowed to handle arguments,while
older men escape the responsibilityof giving a rational account of themselves
(497e9-498bl). Such customs foster contentiousnessin youth and a hidebound
dogmatism in old age. But in Socrates' city this patternis reversed:elders are
subjectedto rationalscrutinywhile dialectic is opportunelypostponedamong the
youth. To be sure, this deliberatepostponementof dialectic diminishes the strain
on received opinion. But its ultimate purpose, of course, is to preserve philosophicalnaturesfrom corruption,not to shore up political dogma for its own sake
(497bl-498b3; 537c9-539d7). There can be no doubt about this, for the postponementof dialectic supplies no more than a provisionalsafeguardin the career
of the philosopher.If they are to mature,philosophersmust eventuallybecome
accustomedto argumentation.Sooner or later the promising youth of Socrates'
city must be exposed to argument,and so to the collateral danger of eristic. Of
course, it would be foolish to meet such a peril haphazardly.Some kind of test
for dialectic-readinesswould be most welcome. With this need in mind, Socrates
announcesthathe is preparedto revisit the selection of civic rulers.He notes that
in his earlierrankingof the guardianshe had eschewed any testing that involved
argumentation;but he finds that he can no longer postpone such a trial
(503el-504al). The new test he proposes is designed to determinea youngster's
ability to bear the strain of the greatest studies. These studies are dialecticalprogress in them is measuredby argumentwith as little reliance upon the senses
as possible-and they convergein the single greatest study of all, the idea of the
good (503e3-505a3). Dialectical undertakings are inherently dangerous, but
19Hence, at this point, the question of the reform of existing cities is droppedaltogether,not to be
taken up again except in the last few lines of Book 7. Socrates notes there that because his civic
model is "entirely opposite" to all existing cities (497e6, 498b3), any changes undertakenon its
patternmust proceed uncontaminatedby the status quo. Those young enough to be nurturedsuccessfully in the new politeia will have to be physically separatedfrom those who, being steeped in a
very differentculture, are not (540e5-541b2). To prevent any misunderstandingof Socrates' intention, let us note that Cephalus'voluntarydeparturefrom the dialogue'scommunityof discourseback
in Book 1-and Socrates' subsequentexercise of leadershipin its affairs-provides an example of
such a societal regroupingin microcosm (see Dobbs 1994b, 668-73). An analogous "slatecleaning"
can of course be accomplished within an individual,so to speak, by virtue of a philosopher'ssoulstrippingpower of cross-examination(501a5-7). But this individual slate cleaning is also entirely
noncoercive;the willing participationof the individualsuffering it is a prerequisite,and social exclusion or rusticationis in no way involved. It would appearthatany social regroupingsufficientlyextensive to implementa full-scale approximationto the model city simply lies beyond the philosopher '
capacity or desire to force into existence (501a4-5; see also LetterVII, 331d3-5). Socrates'model
city is not outlinedto providemarchingordersfor political activists but ratherto precipitatea mimetic
disclosureof a good thattranscendspolitics and constitutesthe goal and propercriterionof all human
activity (517c1-5).
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Socrates suggests that a youngster'sreadiness for carryingon such studies profitably might be accuratelyindicatedby the mannerin which he or she receives a
prescribedcourse of mathematics.This, then, is how the higher, mathematical
education of the guardiansis introduced.The guardians'mathematicalcurriculum, comprisinga disciplined considerationof number,line, depth, and motion,
commences with learningabout the one (yI RpTi
524d9-525a2).
"vb lv d0ir'•mg,
Socrates'explicationof this curriculum,with all its fits and starts,remainsthe
seminal presentation of the classical quadrivium.Although it is tempting to
comment in detail on Socrates'formulationof each of these studies, particularly
with a view to recoveringas much as possible of the original spirit of classical
education,we must limit ourselves here to identifying the one, overarchingconsiderationhe offers for the purpose of assessing studentswho receive this education. Socrates indicates that students will tend to receive the mathematical
curriculumin one of two ways: either cleverly or intelligently.Though many
prove themselves to be clever with respect to number,he says, none uses it correctly (523a2). The correct and truly intelligent use of number is not found in
service to commerce or the arts-even though commerce and the arts are hardly
conceivable apartfrom number-but ratherin war, and especially in turningthe
soul itself from genesis towardtruthand being (525c3-6).20 Clever students are
not altogethermisguided,though, for they do comprehendthat the "one"is separable from any and all bodies (525d7-e4). Yet they err in supposing that they
understandthis "one"adequately.Their supposition,as Socrates observes, takes
the form of an axiom (IuEpd;q
dtoviri, 526a3); they axiomatizethe one as a homogeneous monad. That is, they take it for grantedthat each one is in every way
like every other,possessing neitherpartsnor complexity.21 But the monadic one,
as Socrates notes, is merely a figment of conceptualization (3tavoFOkqvat
wdivov,
526al-7; cf. 507b9-10). The clever take a decisive step away fromreality
when they suppose that the problem of the whole and its parts can be so simply
evaded. The mathematicalconcept that results from this simplificationis useful
to the technical arts, to be sure, but it is utterlyuseless to the higher intellectual
activity of intelligence or noesis, which, according to Socrates, is precisely
what the one-when correctlyreceived,not merely conceptualized-necessarily
awakens(524b3-525a2; 511c4-d5).
The same criticism Socrates lodges against the axiomatizedmonad applies to
any dogmatic conception of the intelligible forms of things or eide. As Socrates
20An indication of how "learning about the one" applies to war has already been offered at
422e3-424b3; for a discussion of the guardians'conduct of warfareas a mode of transcendence,see
Dobbs 2000, 503-7.
21 In his dialectical differentiationof the
philosopher,Socrates has alreadyshown that the integers
with which the dialectician reckons are not homogeneous monads at all, but profoundlyheterogeneous forms or eidd-as in his arithmeticalformulation,"both are two, each is one."The beautiful,
the just, the philosopher, the big, the hard, and the light each in just this way proves to be one
(475e9-476a7, 524b3-c8). Every one of these eidd transcendssense experience,yet none can be adequately describedas a monad.
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observes, these eid6 first come to light in our perfectly naturalattemptsto understand the opposition we confrontin experience (523al-525a5). But the eidd are
not themselves adequate first principles. Questions begged by this conceptualization are simply obscured when the eidos is treated as an axiom. Such
questionscould give rise to a more fruitfulinquiry.When correctlyused, the eidd
provoke such questions; then they serve as hypotheses, in the special sense of
"stepping-stonesand rungs,"in an intelligent ascent towardthe ultimate source
of all (51 lb3-c2). Evidently,the intelligibleforms are importantnot only for what
they teach us but even more so for what they can help us to learn.Thus, Socrates
points out thatthe genuine study of the one-which takes the difficultiesof splitting and composing an integer seriously--compels the soul to use nous itself in
search of the truth itself (526a8-b3). But the clever students of mathematics
merely scoff at such problems.As a result, they only dreamof being (533b8-c3).
The attainment of a waking insight into being is beyond the capacity of
the clever, as Socrates suggests, because the clever regardcontradictionnot as
an opportunityto build upon but as a disgrace to be ridiculed (KaTaywA)oa,
525e 1). Clever mathematiciansseem more sophisticatedthan the studentswhom
Socratesdeems truly intelligent, owing simply to the adroitnessthey cultivatein
avoiding contradiction.But perplexity is more valuablethan the clever realize. It
is the mark of the intelligent student to be aware that contradictionis not only
ridiculous but also thought provoking.Intelligent studentsare characteristically
too generous-heartedto pursue seriously the artful dodging of contradictionthat
is the definingcharacteristicof the clever.Because theirway of experiencingcontradictionmoves them to perplexity and to inquiry (drcopeyv
•axdirEOiV), they
are able to set their noetic intelligence to work to ask just what the one itself is
(524e2-525a2). While the intelligent are well positioned to carry on this thinking, the clever are "everwary lest the one should appearto be not one but many,"
and so remainchary of all such occasions for thought (525e3-4).
Moreover,let us carefullynote thatthe intelligentstudent'sascent fromhypothesis toward"the ultimate source of all" is itself an extension, and thus a continuation, of the naturalimpulse that first quickens our intellect in response to the
opposition confrontedin experience (523al-525a5; see Klein 1965, 124). Thus,
just as the clever mathematiciantreats as an image the physical phenomenon
that nonmathematicalhuman beings trust as real, so too the intelligent student
treats as a problematicimage the conceptual hypothesis that the clever posit as
axiomatic. Owing to his failure to sustain this extension of the very thrustthat
gives rise to mathematicsin the first place, the merely clever studentbetrays the
impulse without which he would not have achieved his own preliminaryglimpse
of the intelligible. In view of this betrayal,we can infer that the shortcomingsof
the clever do not typify but ratheroppose the nativespiritof mathematicalstudies.
As Socratesindicates, the properuse of mathematicsis to furtherunderstanding, not to makeanything-unless it be "tomake the soul turnaround"(533d3-4).
Nevertheless, it is always possible that mathematicswill be exploited by those
willing to subvert its inherent theoretical spirit in order to enhance their own
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technical power (see Lachterman1989, 29-35; also Klein 1968, 43-45, 67-68,
173-78). But Socrates,in his selection of rulersfor the model city, intendsabove
all to distinguish the "most musical and best harmonized"soul-tuner from the
merely technicallycompetenttunerof strings.Like everything(Mrivra,539d3-7)
in the constitutionof the model political community,the guardians'mathematical curriculumis proposed for the preservationand development of this most
musical of natures.So, when Nichols contends that Socrates'mathematicalcurriculum thwarts genuine philosophy because its students "do not question the
abstractionson which they are educated"(1987, 119), we detect an unexpressed
assumption. Her contention makes sense only on the premise that the clever
mannerof receiving mathematicsis the only way of receiving mathematics,or
that Socrates' intention in regardto mathematicalstudies can be identifiedwith
the intentionof certainmodem mathematicians.But we have seen that Socrates
takes pains to distinguish the merely clever from the truly intelligent reception
of mathematics.Socrates expects that only intelligent students of mathematics
will reach full maturityas philosophers.They alone are to be selected as philosopher kings.
And what of those who are not crowned?Are we to suppose that their presumablyinferiorreceptionof mathematicsburdensthe city with diversity-fearing
auxiliaries?Not at all, for even this scaled-downcharge against the mathematical curriculumis simply untenable.Even a moment'sreflectionwill confirm the
importanceof formalmathematicalstudyto our appreciationof heterogeneityand
diversity.After all, no experiencewith visible squaresand circles will ever suffice
to reveal the incommensurability-and so the fundamentalheterogeneity--of
square and circle, or even of a square'sside and its own diagonal. Nothing less
than a formal mathematicaldemonstrationcan bring this heterogeneityto light.
On the basis of such a demonstration,however,even the merely clever studentof
mathematicswill be in a position to infer that number(arithmos) alone cannot
accountfor all the intelligiblemagnitudespresentin a square.Fromthis it follows
that numbercannot be taken to be the single, homogenizingmeasure or essence
of all things. It was just such a mathematicaldemonstration-and not any practical experienceof diversity-that firstdisclosed this unsettlingtruthto the ancient
Pythagoreansand thus discreditedforever what might otherwise be considered
the most temptingform of reductionismever conceived by man. So, in response
to Nichols' contentionthatthe study of mathematicsunderminesthe appreciation
of heterogeneity among the philosophers of The Republic, we may reply that
formal mathematicalstudy actuallyfosters a unique attentivenessto the intelligible foundationsprerequisiteto any genuine appreciationof heterogeneity.

Conclusion
In this essay I have called attentionto the adumbration,the precise identification, and the educationof true philosophersin Socrates'model city. In so doing,
I have had the opportunityto respond to certain objections-heretofore unan-
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swered-that have been leveled against the logical coherence and the Socratic
characterof TheRepublics philosopherking. In response to those who maintain
that this philosopheris a foreign importinto Socrates'model city, I have offered
evidence of the persistenceof a philosophicalelement among the city's guardians
throughoutall stages of its development.Socrates'steady unfolding of the philosophical nature connects these phases and establishes their consistency. So the
clue to the integrityof Socrates'civic model is not to be found in the distemper
of spiritedness,as some contend,but ratherin that city's own contributionto the
preservation,identification,and educationof the philosopher.
Any attemptto govern human affairs inevitablytakes its bearings from-and
so, in this sense at least, must be led by-a notion of the human soul. But the
humansoul is notoriouslydifficult to understand.In the thoughtexperimentthat
Socrates and his interlocutorsundertakein Plato's Republic, we are afforded a
glimpse of this soul in the person of the philosopherking. What is perhapsmost
strikingaboutSocrates'portraitof the philosopherking is his integrationof political and philosophical excellence, and so his rectificationof contradictionsthat
arepresent,more or less, in our experienceof every existing statesmanor philosopher. We must remember,however,that this rectificationoccurs in the realm of
thought. So it would be a mistake, as Socrates' account of the intelligentreception of mathematicsremindsus, if we were to treatthe philosopherking as a selfsufficientaxiom for purposes of deducing public policy or even privateconduct.
Such entities of thought are not meant to be taken axiomaticallybut are to be
understoodas landmarkspunctuatingan ascent leading beyond themselves. Nevertheless, because Socrates' hypotheticalphilosopherkings approachthe truths
of mathematicsin an intelligent ratherthan in a merely clever manner,there is
good reason to believe that they, above others, will avoid the mind-smashing
dogmatism that results from ignoring such pointers. For this reason, such men
and women are indeed fit to exercise leadership in our cities. Yet they too are
fallible. Socrates, after all, traces the eventual decline of his kallipolis to the
philosopherkings' inability to discern an admittedlyobscure, but fundamentally
intelligible, marriagenumber. Evidently, the philosopher king is not perfectly
good. It is clear, therefore, that he is not to be axiomatized as the truly selfsufficient good, the fount of all goodness.
Awareof this lack of self-sufficiency,the genuinephilosopherremainsmindful
of the need to perpetuatethe upwardthrust of his quest for understanding.By
following this lead, we too will remain mindful of the need to perpetuatethe
upwardthrust of our own quest for the greatest good. In this quest, Socrates'
philosopherking ranksas a lofty plateau,not as the absolutesummit.Yetwe must
acknowledgethis loftiness and thus gain a foothold on such a plateau, or further
ascent will be impossible.The Republics philosopherking may be said to supply
an indispensablemiddle term for the mediationof our own quest for the highest
good. Furnishedwith this middle term, we may ask: "Whatgreat good is it that
standsin the same relationto the philosopherking as the philosopherking stands
to even mankind'sbest examples of statesmen and philosophers?"As the very
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formulationof this question brings us into some preliminarycontact with this
good, we can see that Socrates' philosopher king was not meant to satisfy but
ratherto energize and to directour ongoing searchfor the "truesource andruling
principle of all." So it is that the philosopherking remains a paragonof human
virtuewhile at the same time being, in Socrates'strictsense of the word,a hypothesis-that is, a stepping stone.
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